EASL Conference 2022:

Four Centuries of East Asian History: Authoritative Resources Available from East View
Our Team

• Supporting East Asian Libraries:
  • Ariane in Berlin, Germany
  • Maisy Byerly, new CNKI product support manager, and Customer Support/Operations teams in Minneapolis, USA

• And covering:

China
• CNKI (CAJ, etc.)
• SSAP (pishu, etc.)
• CSSP (Chinese Social Science Library)
• Apabi (newspapers, ebooks)
• Green Apple (Shen Bao, etc.)
• Digital Heritage (Siku Quanshu Online)
• ChinaLawInfo

Japan
• The Japan Times
• Japan News
• Mainichi Shimbun (Maisaku)
• Rafu Shimpo

Taiwan
• TBMC (NICHINICHI SHINPO, etc.)
• UDP (Sinica Sinoweb, etc.)
National Palace Museum Journals Archive 故宮期刊知識庫

- Four important art journals from the National Palace Museum in Taiwan
- A full-image full-text searchable database
- The preeminent source of cultural artifacts of the entirety of greater China, as it encompasses materials originally held in the Forbidden City

Coming soon:
Taiwan Epochal Democracy Magazines (1949-2010)

- 12 journals important for the study of humanities and social sciences
- Covering pro-unification, independence, and the liberal school
- Exclusive content in full text/full-image
Online Product Updates

CNKI Prices Decreased, Realigned for Europe

- China Academic Journals
- Century Journals Project
- China Dissertations and Masters Theses
- China Reference Works
- China Yearbooks
- China Core Newspapers
- Eastern Miscellany
Online Product Updates

CNKI Additional Discounts

Century Journals Project
• Discount until December 31, 2022

National Population Census of China
• Results of the 7th National Census (2020) will be uploaded by October 2022
• Discount applies to preorders of census data
• Offer valid until October 31, 2022

China Core Newspapers
• Two discount offers available to meet the needs of researchers
• Offer valid until December 31, 2022
Cambridge Archive Editions

• Cambridge Archive Editions imprint now part of East View
• Discount pricing on the complete set
• Covers China, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Penang, Singapore, Malacca, Labuan, Vietnam, as well as the Middle East, Russia and Eurasia, and Colonial Era United States
• The complete digital and print backlists of Cambridge Archive Editions will remain available
• New collection on South China Sea with more collections coming soon!

Special Offer! No other resource offers this wealth of knowledge.

The CAE All-Access Offer delivers every available title with a single consolidated purchase.

Primary sources ideal for researchers seeking historical insight into the ethnic and political development of many countries today.
Online Product Updates
East View Global Press Archive

- Large number and volume of East Asian titles
- Cross-search Open Access with East View collections such as The Japan News and Rafu Shimpo
- Open Access Collections, in partnership with the Center for Research Libraries:
  - Late Qing and Republican-Era Chinese Newspapers
  - Southeast Asia
  - South Asia
Print Books Supply and Technical Services

- Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, and more
- Approval plans, firm and standing orders
- Free brief MARC records for Approval Plan customers for all languages
- Chinese and Mongolian – Full MARC records and shelf-ready services

Subscribe to new title suggestion lists at: shop.eastview.com/evmail
Thank You!

Ariane Rückebeil, your East View Rep, can be reached at Ariane.Rueckebeil@eastview.com.
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